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ECG EFP 14180 WE
Chest freezer
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A lot of storage space thanks to a volume of 418

liters

D+ QUICK-FREEZING system for fast and

efficient freezing

Aluminum interior with one storage basket

Clear control panel with LED display

Practical fast freezing function
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 Large volume of 418 L

 High freezing efficiency thanks to
the D+ QUICK-FREEZING system

(the use of a special type of cooling
tubes allows for faster and more
efficient heat exchange)
 Freezing power of 19 kg/24 h

 Temperature range from -30 to -10
°C

 Recommended temperature
setting inside the freezer -18 °C

 Practical high temperature alarm,
which lights up in case of too high

temperature inside the freezer

 Fast freezing function

 Clear control panel with LED
display

 Locking buttons to prevent
unwanted manipulation

 Climatic class ST/N/SN/T

 Minimum recommended ambient
temperature +10 °C

 Maximum recommended ambient
temperature +43 °C

 Acceptable noise level of 44 dB

 Aluminum interior with one
storage basket

 Temperature rise time of 50 hours

 Option to choose units (°C/°F)

 Classic manual defrosting

 4 castors for easy maneuverability

 Balanced lid suspension with
special hinges for easy opening

(the lid remains open by itself at
angles from 45° to 75°)
 Soft-closing lid (the closing slows

down at an angle of 20°)
 Energy efficiency class E

 Energy consumption of 269
kWh/year
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Product specifications

Categories Counter freezer

Type Free-standing

Cooling system Statics

Total volume (l) 418

Net volume of the
refrigerator (l) -

Net volume of the
freezer (I) 418

Noise (dB) 44

Noise class C

Energy
consumption
(kWh/year) 269

Energy class E

EEI 100

Freezing capacity
(kg/24 h) 19

Climate class ST/N/SN/T

Number of
compressors 1

Reverse door
opening No

Zero clearance
hinges -

Cooling
compartment
temperature
setting -

Recommended
temperature inside
the refrigerator (°C) -

Freezer
temperature
setting Electronic

Fast freezing option Yes

Recommended
temperature inside
the freezer (°C) -18

Design

Number of shelves
in the cooling
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the cooling
compartment -

Number of shelves
in the freezer
compartment -

Type of shelves in
the freezer
compartment -

Number of drawers
in the freezer
compartment -

Number of
additional baskets
in the freezer
compartment 1

Fruit and vegetable
drawer -

Drawer for meat
products -

Number of door
compartments -

Refrigerator
defrosting -

Freezer defrosting Manual

Feet height
adjustment /
stability
compensation Yes

Vacation mode No

Fast cooling No

Fast freezing Yes

Winter switch No

Lighting No

Handle type Recessed

Temperature rise
time (h) 50

Colour design White

Ice cube tray No

Wine holder No

Egg rack No

Ice scraper Yes

Alarm Yes

1416

825

750

53.7

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

1449

885

778

59.5

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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